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2 What Is Cloud Trace Service?

The log audit module is a core component necessary for information security audit
and an important part for the information systems of enterprises and public
institutions to provide security risk management and control. As information
systems are migrated to the cloud, information and data security management
departments around the world, including the Standardization Administration of
the People's Republic of China/Technical Committee (SAC/TC), have released
multiple standards, such as ISO IEC27000, GB/T 20945-2013, COSO, COBIT, ITIL,
and NISTSP800.

Cloud Trace Service (CTS) is a log audit service for security. It allows you to collect,
store, and query resource operation records. You can use these records to perform
security analysis, track resource changes, audit compliance, and locate faults.

Figure 2-1 CTS service diagram

CTS provides the following functions:

● Trace recording: CTS records operations performed on the management
console or by calling APIs, as well as operations triggered by each
interconnected service.
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● Trace query: Operation records of the last seven days can be queried on the
management console from multiple dimensions, such as the trace type, trace
source, resource type, filter, operator and trace status.

● Trace transfer: Traces are transferred to Object Storage Service (OBS) buckets
on a regular basis for long-term storage. In this process, traces are
compressed into trace files by service.

● Trace file encryption: Trace files are encrypted using keys provided by Data
Encryption Workshop (DEW) during transfer.
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3 Basic Concepts

Trackers
A tracker named system is automatically created when you enable CTS. This
tracker identifies and associates with all cloud services your tenant account is
using, and records all operations of your tenant account.

Traces
Traces are operation logs of cloud service resources and are captured and stored
by CTS. You can view traces to get to know details of operations performed on
specific resources.

There are two types of traces:

● Management traces
Traces reported by cloud services.

● Data traces
Traces of read and write operations reported by OBS.

Trace List
The trace list displays traces generated in the last seven days. These traces record
operations on cloud service resources, including creation, modification, and
deletion, but query operations are not recorded. There are two types of traces:

● Management traces: record details about creating, configuring, and deleting
cloud service resources in your tenant account.

● Data traces: record operations on data, such as data upload and download.

Trace Files
A trace file is a collection of traces. CTS generates trace files based on services and
transfer cycle and send these files to your specified OBS bucket in real time. In
most cases, all traces of a service generated in a transfer cycle are compressed
into one trace file. However, if there are a large number of traces, CTS will adjust
the number of traces contained in each trace file.

Trace files are in JSON format. Figure 1 shows an example of a trace file.
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Figure 3-1 Trace file example

Verifying Trace File Integrity
The authenticity of operation records during a security incident investigation is
often affected by trace files being deleted or tampered with. The records therefore
cannot be used as an effective basis for investigation. Therefore, CTS provides
trace file integrity verification to help you ensure the authenticity of trace files.

The verification function for trace file integrity adopts industry standard
algorithms and generates a Hash value for each trace file. This Hash value
changes when the trace file is modified or deleted. Therefore, by tracking the Hash
value, you can confirm whether the trace file is modified. In addition, the RSA
algorithm is used to sign on the digest file to ensure that the file is not modified.
In this way, any operations of modifying or deleting trace files are recorded by
CTS.

After the verification function for trace file integrity is enabled, CTS generates a
digest file for Hash values of all trace files recorded in the past hour and
synchronizes the digest file to an OBS bucket configured for the current tracker.

CTS signs on each digest file using public and private keys. You can verify the
digest file using the public key after the file is stored to the OBS bucket.
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Regions
A region refers to a geographic area where the server for installing CTS is located.
AZs in the same geographic area can communicate with each other through an
internal network.

Data centers (DCs) are scattered across different regions of the world, for
example, Europe and Asia. Enabling CTS in different regions makes applications
more user-friendly and meets the laws and regulations of different regions.

Projects
A project corresponds to a Huawei Cloud region. Default projects are defined to
isolate resources (including computing, storage, and network resources) across
regions. You can create sub-projects in a default region project to isolate resources
more precisely.
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4 How CTS Functions

CTS connects to other cloud services of Huawei Cloud, records operations on cloud
resources and the results, and stores these records in the form of trace files to OBS
buckets in real time.

After CTS is enabled, the associated tracker can track the trace files generated. If
trace transfer has been configured, trace files will be stored in the OBS bucket that
you have specified.

You can perform the following operations on a trace file:

● Trace file creation and storage
– When you add, delete, or modify resources on services interconnected

with CTS, such as Elastic Cloud Server (ECS), Elastic Volume Service
(EVS), and Image Management Service (IMS), the target services will
record the operations and their results automatically and deliver them in
the form of trace files to CTS for archiving.

– Operation records of the last seven days are displayed on the CTS
console. If trace transfer has been enabled, operation records are
periodically delivered to the OBS bucket that you have specified for long-
term storage.

● Trace file query
– You can query operation records of the last seven days on the Trace List

page by filter or time.
– To query operation records earlier than seven days, you can download the

trace files stored in OBS buckets if trace transfer has been configured.
– You can enable, disable, configure, or delete a tracker on the Tracker List

page.
For example, if you create an image using IMS, the service will report the
creation operation to CTS. Then, CTS will deliver the trace to an OBS bucket
for storage if trace transfer has been configured. You can view trace files in
the trace list. Figure 4-1 shows the working principle of CTS.
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Figure 4-1 How CTS functions
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5 Application Scenarios

CTS can be used in the following four scenarios.

Compliance Auditing

CTS helps you obtain certifications for auditing in industry standards, such as PCI
DSS and ISO 27001, for your service systems.

If you want to migrate your services to the cloud, you will need to ensure the
compliance of your own service systems, and the cloud vendor you choose will
need to ensure the compliance of your service systems and resources.

CTS plays an important role in Huawei Cloud's own compliance. The service
records operations of almost all services and resources in Huawei Cloud, and
carries out security measures such as encryption, disaster recovery, and anti-
tampering to ensure the integrity of traces during their transmission and storage.
In addition, you can use CTS to design and implement solutions that help you
obtain compliance certifications for your service systems.

Key Event Notifications

CTS works with FunctionGraph to send notifications to natural persons or service
APIs when any key operation is performed. The following are real application
examples:

● You can configure HTTP or HTTPS notifications targeted at your independent
systems and synchronize traces received by CTS to your own audit systems for
auditing.

● You can select a certain type of log as a trigger (such as file upload) in
FunctionGraph to trigger the preset workflow (for example, convert the file
format), simplifying service deployment and O&M and avoiding problems and
risks.

Data Mining

CTS mines data in traces to facilitate service health analysis, risk analysis, resource
tracking, and cost analysis. You can also obtain the data from CTS and explore the
data value yourself.
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A trace contains up to 21 fields, recording when an operation was performed by a
specific user on a specific resource and the IP address from which the operation
was performed.

By configuring HTTP or HTTPS notifications, you can synchronize traces to your
own system for analysis. In addition, CTS is connected to Cloud Eye and Log Tank
Service (LTS) to help you monitor high-risk operations, detect unauthorized
operations, and analyze resource usage.

Fault Locating and Analysis
You can configure filters to pinpoint the faulty operation and its details when a
fault occurs, reducing the time and manpower required for detecting, locating, and
fixing faults.

CTS provides the following search dimensions: trace type, trace source, resource
type, filter, operator and trace status. Each trace contains the request and
response of an operation. Querying traces is one of the most efficient methods for
locating a fault.

If a problem occurs on the cloud, you can configure filters to search for all
suspicious operations in a specified time period. You can then synchronize the
relevant traces to O&M and customer service personnel who will handle the
problem.
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6 Billing

You can use basic functions of CTS for free, including enabling a tracker, tracking
traces, as well as storing and querying traces of the last seven days. In addition,
CTS works with other services to provide you with value-added functions such as
trace file transfer and encryption. These functions may generate fees in other
cloud services.

Value-added functions:

● Trace transfer: You can permanently store trace files in Object Storage Service
(OBS) buckets.

● Trace file encryption: After enabling trace transfer, you can use Data
Encryption Workshop (DEW) to encrypt trace files stored in OBS buckets.

● Trace analysis: This function is provided by CTS and is free to use. However, it
depends on log storage of Log Tank Service (LTS), which may generate fees.
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7 Permissions Management

You can use Identity and Access Management (IAM) to manage CTS permissions
and control access to your resources. IAM provides identity authentication,
permissions management, and access control.

You can create IAM users for your employees, and assign permissions to these
users on a principle of least privilege (PoLP) basis to control their access to specific
resource types. For example, you can create IAM users for software developers and
assign specific permissions to allow them to use CTS resources but prevent them
from deleting resources or performing any high-risk operations.

If your Huawei Cloud accountaccount does not require individual IAM users for
permissions management, skip this section.

IAM can be used free of charge. You pay only for the resources in your account.

CTS Permissions

By default, new IAM users do not have any permissions assigned. To assign
permissions to these new users, add them to one or more groups, and attach
permissions policies or roles to these groups.

CTS is a project-level service deployed and accessed in specific physical regions.
When assigning CTS permissions to a user group, specify region-specific projects
where the permissions will take effect. If you select All projects, the permissions
will be granted for all region-specific projects. When accessing CTS, the users need
to switch to a region where they have been authorized to use this service.

You can grant users permissions by using roles and policies. Currently, only
authorization by roles is supported in CTS.

● Roles: A type of coarse-grained authorization mechanism that provides only a
limited number of service-level roles. When using roles to grant permissions,
you also need to assign dependency roles.

● Policies: A type of fine-grained authorization mechanism that defines
permissions required to perform operations on specific cloud resources under
certain conditions. This mechanism allows for more flexible policy-based
authorization for more secure access control. For example, you can grant ECS
users only the permissions for managing a certain type of ECSs. Most policies
define permissions based on APIs.
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For the API actions supported by CTS, see Table 7-1.

Table 7-1 System-defined roles and policies supported by CTS

Role/
Policy
Name

Description Type Dependency

CTS
FullAccess

Full permissions for
CTS.

System-
defined
policy

None

CTS
ReadOnlyA
ccess

Read-only permissions
for CTS.

System-
defined
policy

None

CTS
Administra
tor

Administrator
permissions for CTS.
Users granted these
permissions can
perform all operations
on CTS.

System-
defined
role

The Tenant Guest and OBS
Administrator roles need to
be assigned in the same
project.

 

Precautions
● To enable CTS, you must have the Security Administrator permissions and

full permissions for CTS (CTS FullAccess is recommended). For details about
how to enable CTS, see section "Enabling CTS" in the Cloud Trace Service
Getting Started. For details about how to assign permissions, see Assigning
Permissions to an IAM User.

● To use CTS after CTS is enabled, you only need to have related CTS
permissions. The Security Administrator permissions are not required.
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8 Constraints

There are fixed quotas on the number of trackers and key event notifications in
CTS.

Table 8-1 CTS constraints

Item Quota Changeable

Management tracker 1 No

Data tracker 100 No

Key event notification 100 No
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